At Sonoran Desert Institute, we are committed to our students’ success by creating unique academic programs that add value to their lives. One of the innovative ways we accomplish this is by developing significant and relevant relationships with industry leaders. These collaborative partnerships are an essential part of our mission as well as a key to the resulting academic achievement of our students.

Our partners generously offer many services and products at a discount to Sonoran Desert Institute students. As a result, these strategic associations directly benefit our students by enhancing their learning experience. And because this participation involves such well respected industry leaders, our students gain the expertise they need to succeed in their chosen careers.

It is with great pride that Sonoran Desert Institute recognizes the following prestigious companies for their contribution to the overall success of our students. We are grateful to have them partner with us as we help our academic community build a brighter tomorrow.

All discounts are subject to availability and verification of student status. Please contact the SDI Partner directly for more information on their offer or discount.
1776 UNITED

1776 - The year of independence of the United States of America—the land of the free and the home of the brave. Our dream is to inspire a new wave of patriotism that might lead to the next Greatest Generation. We aim for the clothing we create to embody the many chapters of American history. Each shirt we print is a cotton reminder of who we are, where we live, and how proud we should be. When you wear one of our shirts, you’re letting people know that you’re not afraid to love your country; You’re not ashamed of being an American.


support@1776united.com
www.1776united.com

ABILITY TRAINING GROUP, LLC

Ability Training Group’s (A.T.G) mission is to give basic, intermediate and advanced training to those individuals who are looking to become better with handling their firearms, and defending themselves and their family.

Students receive 25% off classes to learn how to use there new firearm. SDI graduation or enrollment verification required. Sign up within 90 days of completion of your course to get the 25% discount.

Jerry Pulaski  602-214-9144
abilitytraininggroup@gmail.com

221B TACTICAL

221B Tactical was founded on the principle that quality products, utilized by those who put their lives on the line every day for the sake of others, should not come with a high price tag. That is why we are committed to providing quality products to those in law enforcement and other first responder professions that are durable and innovative…at an affordable price.

We will offer 10% off any product on our website to SDI students and graduates using following code at checkout: SDI221B10%OFF

www.221btactical.com • 212-710-1641

ADVANCED SURVIVAL AND HOMESTEAD

This is a 2 part business, Survival and Homestead. The Survival portion of the business is focused around the individual and with the goal to get he/she prepared for any scenario by instructional classes and/or supplies and gear. The Homestead portion has its focus on the property, with the goal of self-reliance and self-sustaining in Food, Water, and Energy. All Shooting classes, firearms, and firearm manufacturing supplies fall under the Survival portion.

SDI Student/grads will receive 5% discount. Vets/Active Duty/Reserve, and/or Any Uniformed Person (ie. Firefighter, Police, EMT/Paramedic, etc.) will receive 15% discount on any firearm.

Discount will be applied on a single time purchase. For the Students, the discount expiration date is 1 year from the start date of the earliest course. For Grads, the discount expiration date is 2 years from the latest graduation date. For SDI Student/Grad conducting a school related project, the discount may be extended to the completion of the project. Call for more details and to receive Coupon Code.

SDI Student/Grad will provide proof of current enrollment in or graduation from SDI’s program.

Aaron Rickel  619-321-7887
Advanced.Surv.Home@gmail.com
www.AdvancedSH.com
AKLYS DEFENSE

The Greek Aklys is a devastating short Spear that is at the Apex of hand thrown weapons development, Aklys Defense strives to parallel this peak of evolution with modern firearms technology. Welcome to AklysDefense.com.

10% discount
Email order from a sdi.edu acct or call to verify student information.

225-246-7872
dclements@aklysdefense.com
www.aklysdefense.com

ARMED CITIZENS ACADEMY

The Mission of the Armed Citizens Academy LLC is to provide quality, affordable, and reliable firearms training in a practical and efficient manner. So that all legally armed citizens may feel confident in their abilities to defend themselves or their loved ones. We have the right training for any experience level.

10% off all training courses.
Active while students are actively enrolled and up to 1 year after graduation. Schedule through email using sdi.edu email account or call for student verification.

719.502.5527
www.armedcitizensco.com

ARS UNLIMITED

ARs Unlimited is a San Diego manufacturer committed to building the very best quality AR parts and supplies. Our state-of-the-art machine shop with 40+ years of combined experienced metal fabricators builds each and every product to exact precision using military grade 7075 T6 aluminum materials. Your AR parts will be professionally manufactured with the very best materials and machining expertise.

Free shipping in US.
Email order from sdi.edu acct or phone verification of student enrollment.

619-628-4700
info@arsunlimited.com
http://arsunlimited.com

AUTOTARGETS

AutoTargets is a reactive target system that is controlled by a tablet or smartphone. The targets pop up to surprise the shooter, and react to being shot by falling down after a certain hit requirement is met. AutoTargets can be used for everything from tactical training, defensive pistol classes, 1000 yard + sniper training, and shooting galleries.

$100 off each AutoTargets Starter Kit if you buy 1-3, $150 off each AutoTargets Starter Kit if you buy 4-5, Over 5 call for price. 10% off all accessories with Starter Kit purchase. (AutoTargets Starter Kit MSRP is $850)

Call 215-948-2422 or email Sales@AutoTargets.com and mention code SONORAN123

www.autotargets.com
BLACK WIDOW ARMAMENT, LLC

Black Widow Armament is a growing company that started off manufacturing improved receiver end plates for the AR15/M4 rifle in 2010. We have expanded, manufacturing a number of other parts as well as preparing a launch for limited numbers of Black Widow rifles. Black Widow also launched Widow Wear, a U.S. made shirt company that keeps Americans working, and revitalizing U.S. manufacturing around the country by supporting U.S. companies with the same mindset.

The SDI student will have an opportunity to visit the shop and gain a rounded understanding of the manufacturing process from individual parts, to assembly of AR15 rifles.

Eric Isaac 989-307-0067
isaac19delta@gmail.com
www.blackwidowarms.com

DANGER CLOSE ARMAMENT

A small custom shop specializing in performance pistol work, Danger Close Armament believes that every firearm platform has room for improvement. Known for taking a unique approach to ergonomic enhancements and industry-leading, polymer-framed pistol grip work, they also build purpose-built, service-style rifles.

Grads and students receive 20% off services, and customers they refer receive 10% off services.

Students must provide student ID number to receive discount. For student referrals, students please email Dangerclosearmament@yahoo.com to set up a discount code.

Danger Close Armament is not liable for any work not performed by Danger Close Armament. We are not liable for any damages from any and all instructional material used.

(254) 226-4063, dangerclosearmament.com

BROWNELLS

For over 70 years, shooters, professional gunsmiths, hobbyists, military/law enforcement armorers and gun tinkerers have turned to Brownells for high-quality gun parts and supplies they need. You’ll find over 85,000 products including unique gun parts, accessories, gunsmithing tools, ammunition and other products to maintain, repair, and upgrade your guns.

Discounts vary based on product purchased.

Student must contact SDI to request that SDI send a Statement of Enrollment to Brownells. Once on record with Brownells, the student may call Brownells and will be awarded the discount. This discount extends to currently enrolled students only.

800-741-0015/ 641-623-5401
info@brownells.com • www.brownells.com

DEZ TACTICAL ARMS

DEZ Tactical Arms is a manufacturer of precision rifles and parts, focusing on military-style firearms, primarily the AR-15 and AR-308. All of DEZ Tactical’s firearms are assembled, tested and certified in-house. Every firearm is put through a 40+ point inspection, live-fired for accuracy and function in a controlled indoor range, and backed by a lifetime guarantee.

10% discount for enrolled SDI students.

Valid for graduates for one (1) year after their graduation date.

Send an email from a .edu email to info@DezTacticalArms.com with subject including the invoice number if order is placed online. DEZ Tactical will then add the discount before running the payment info. Students must be actively enrolled at SDI in order to receive the 10% discount on products, or have made a purchase within one (1) year after their graduation date. Students must provide valid proof of their involvement with SDI in order to receive discount. Some restrictions apply on certain products.

608-547-9034 • www.DezTacticalArms.com
DIP STICK HYDROGRAPHICS
Family owned and operated hydrographic supply company. We supply the dip kits for the SDI modern finishes course.

All supplies 10% off.
Email danny@dpi23.com with your student ID and order.
864-437-8831
www.dip123.com

ELEMENT OUTDOORS
At Element Outdoors we focus on Affordability, Quality, Function, and Customer Satisfaction. We're not building a brand, we're creating a lifestyle! We live by a motto “Anyone will allow you to sell to them once, but if you build a brand that people can relate to, where they can feel like part of something, that’s how you grow in the outdoor industry.

50% off MSRP on all of Element Outdoor apparel.
All SDI students, graduates and employees can use discount code: SDI50
888-589-9589
riley@elementoutdoors.com
www.elementoutdoors.com

ELFTMANN TACTICAL
Elftmann Tactical is a firearms accessories innovator. They carry a complete line of triggers for the AR platform — the only triggers with needle bearings! Products in the prototype testing phases include the first and only AK-47 drop-in trigger, 10/22 drop-in, 10/22 bullpup conversion, a sealed needle-bearing battle trigger, and more.

20% off MSRP on all Elftmann products.
Contact Steve Watts by email or fax. Discount subject to adjustment on select products.
602-617-6668
www.elftmanntactical.com

ERGO GRIPS
ERGO Grips manufactures small arms accessories for civilian, law enforcement and military use worldwide with the goal to provide all shooters with the finest firearms accessories available. ERGO Grip products are designed for the most important part of the firearm: the shooter. All products are made in the USA.

Student can purchase ERGO products at Dealer price.
Use code: sdiedu38 to receive 38% off MSRP. Product is for student and alumni use only and not for resale.
877-281-3783
www.ergogrips.net
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ESS (EYE SAFETY SYSTEMS INC)

The ESS Mission - A Passion Fueled by Duty: At ESS, our unyielding passion is to make the toughest eyewear in the world. Not because it’s our job, but because it’s our duty - a duty inspired by those we serve: military, law enforcement, first responders, and other everyday heroes.

35% off products excluding Rx filling service. Use promo code SDI35 on our website to receive the discount.

www.esseyepro.com
877-726-4072
Reference promo code when ordering.

Thank you for choosing ESS. This discount is for you and meant to outfit you for what you do. Please do not purchase gifts or buy gear for others. If someone admires your ESS gear (clients, friends or family), please refer them to our website or dealers.

EZ2C TARGETS

EZ2C Targets were developed by a family of shooters and provides high-quality, easily visible targets that improve shooters’ precision and accuracy.

10% off site wide at www.EZ2CTargets.com. Use Discount Code SDI10
855-357-3922, www.EZ2CTargets.com

FFL123.COM

FFL123.com has helped more than 60,000 satisfied customers navigate Federal and State regulations to obtain their FFL License and Class 3 licenses with ease. Dedication to outstanding customer service has earned FFL123.com an “A+” rating from GunBroker.com and the Better Business Bureau, and a “100% positive” rating from Ebay since 1998.


480-314-2102
www.ffl123.com

FIGHTER DESIGN

Fighter Design is a small company that designs and manufactures innovative products for the American warrior.

15% Discount on all goods
Via coupon code on website.

Adam Slank
512-800-1834
adam@fighterd.com
GPS DEFENSE SNIPER SCHOOL
GPS, LLC, a government contractor since 1998, operated as the McMillan Sniper School and the HS Precision Sniper Program. We offer the most intensive and comprehensive sniper school in the country. We combine our experience teaching military, law enforcement and the best high-end private schools to provide the best courses and tactical shooting skills available anywhere.

10% discount off course daily price and GPS
Student discount on specialty classes.
Discount code to be used when registering: SDI10. Due to GSA regulations the 10% discount cannot be applied if student already qualifies for the LE/Govt rate.

Amber Donovan-Graves
602-492-2004
info@sniperschool.com
sniperschool.com

HARD CORPS TACTICAL AND COMBATIVES, LLC
Hard Corps Tactical and Combatives teaches situational awareness, Hard Corps fighting mindset, reality-based self defense and firearms training. Specializing in teaching weapons and hand to hand combatives instruction for personal protection whether you are in law enforcement, military, or a responsibly armed citizen.

Take advantage on any of our Tactical Pistol or Carbine courses after your completion of any SDI courses. Email us with proof of completion/graduation of any SDI programs. 1 course per person.

Joseph James (318) 623-5097
joseph@hardcorpstactical.com
www.hardcorpstactical.com

HEAD DOWN PRODUCTS
Head Down products is a firearms manufacturing facility located on the west side of Atlanta, GA. Head Down products currently produces AR-15 and AR-10 rifles with completely billet aluminum receivers. They also produce HD custom shop Glock pistols. Head Down currently has an in house Cerakote booth for the coating of firearms.

Students/Grads will be given dealer price on all products, accessories, and apparel produced by Head Down Products. Percentages vary by item. No end date to benefit, limited to graduates of SDI only with proof of graduation.

Cody Evans 770-485-7015
cody@headdownproducts.com
www.headdownproducts.com

HERITAGE GUN WORKS INC.
We are a Type 7 manufacturer FFL/SOT specializing in class III firearms and suppressors. We are also NRA Certified Instructors. We are a full service gunsmithing shop specializing in custom builds and custom duracoat finishes.

20% discount on all services.
Does not include parts, shipping, background checks or transfers. Expires December 2017.

Contact us before placing an order, call 720-550-7149 or email sales@heritagegunworks.com
www.heritagegunworks.com
HIGH TOWER ARMORY, LLC
Since its inception, High Tower Armory, LLC has been dedicated to providing customers with an unparalleled level of satisfaction with both their products and service. To achieve this level of customer satisfaction, the team at HTA focuses on providing customers with innovative, dependable, and American-made products in an atmosphere completely permeated by the belief that the customer always comes first.

10% off all purchases through our website. Use code “Sonoran10” at checkout in coupon box.
763-428-4488
www.HighTowerArmory.com

INDEPENDENCE FIREARMS TRAINING, LLC
Independence Training is an emergency response and firearms training organization that provides real-world training to civilians, law enforcement, and military personnel. Utilizing modern techniques and the most current information based on the experiences and training of our highly qualified instructor team, we offer basic to advanced firearms training, emergency medical courses, outdoor survival programs, and defensive tactics and combatives classes.

10% Discount on all open-enrollment Training Courses. Contact Independence Training for enrollment in Training course. Email with proof of completion/graduation of any SDI program.
Glen Stilson  520-831-3683
Glen@IndependenceTraining.com
www.IndependenceTraining.com

JAMES MADISON TACTICAL, LLC
JMT is the manufacturers of the JMT 80% Gen 2 AR-15 Lower Receiver and Jig along with 80% Polymer AR-10/.308 Receivers, made in the USA, of high strength composites and polymers. Now we also manufacture the Saber single stage drop in trigger.

10% discount on AR-15 Lower/Jig kits. Email, phone, or mail in order. Must have SDI student number.
509-392-7500
www.jamesmadisontactical.com

JUST CAUSE DEFENSE
Located in N. San Diego County, CA. We are a small shop in SoCal specializing in AR-15 parts and accessories.

Discounted pricing for all SDI students/graduates. Call, text, or email with student’s SDI number.
760-310-3679
karlmx68@yahoo.com
K&M ARMS
K&M Arms is a small firearms manufacturer that has developed a revolutionary design for a bullpup-configured rifle that solves the current issues with all the other bullpup designs, mainly the trigger pull. This revolutionary concept allows the pull weight to be fully adjustable between 3–5 lbs and is easy to adjust with just a turn of a set screw. This design also uses similar components and some of the same parts as your AR-15 style rifle.

Free shipping and up to 5% off rifles.
Contact Ken at ken.kmarms@gmail.com for discount.
408-406-0538
www.kmarms.com

KEYBAR
KeyBar is a patented key organizer. It works like a multi-tool for your keys. KeyBar is a solution to wild and disorganized keys that are difficult to manage and make a lot of noise. A KeyBar will stop the noise, kill the clutter and consolidate your keys; just load your keys and organize them just as you want them. Add a Pocket Clip or a Key Fob link. You can even add accessories!

10% discount using coupon code SDI10
email info@keybar.us
www.keybar.us

MADHOUSE DESIGN, LLC
Madhouse Design is a gun accessory manufacturer based in Grants Pass, Oregon. With over 75 years of CNC machining experience, they are committed to building innovative, precision products for the gun enthusiast. Products include their patented Dual Sight System, high performance Triple-port Muzzle Brakes and Xtreme Hybrid Compensators, simple and portable Precision Gun Rest, and their customizable Gun “Control” System for pistol storage almost anywhere. All proudly manufactured in the USA.

10% Discount. Use Code: SDIstudent.
Expires 12/31/2017
Michael Anderson  541-476-1150
info@madhousedesign.net
www.madhousedesign.com

MARKLAND PHOTOGRAPHY
Markland Photography was established to capture true and stunning moments in the defense industry. Specializing in high-end product photography, documentary coverage of firearms training, instructors, and courses, only the best-fitting models are used to properly speak for your products. Available worldwide.

15% off your total photography package.
Submit your SDI student email/name.
Discount ends 10/2017.
516-385-0419
www.marklandphotography.com
MCMILLAN USA

Gale McMillan, founder of McMillan companies began producing fiberglass stocks on his kitchen table in 1973. Today McMillan has become one of the most respected brands in the firearms industry. While the company has expanded its product line and is known throughout the world, the core of the McMillan's business philosophy—quality products, exceptional customer service and a commitment to the growth of the firearms industry—remains the same.

20% off to all students.

877-365-6148 • www.mcmillanusa.com

MCMILLAN FIBERGLASS STOCKS

MODERN SPARTAN INDUSTRIES CORP.

Modern Spartan Systems “Firearm OPTIMIZATION” formulas are perfect tools for GUNSMITHS & ARMORERS! Using Carbon Destroyer, Accuracy Oil, TVT Machine Cutting Oil…will: 1. Improve your productivity & profitability (faster cleaning & machining translates to more work/hour) 2. Boost your reputation (clients will smile when they feel the ultra smooth action with guns lubed with Accuracy Oil & Accuracy Grease) 3. Protect your health - our chemistry is GREEN (long-term safety)

Opportunity to become a Modern Spartan Systems dealer and purchase at dealer pricing. This is an ongoing program for students at the current time.

847-669-1640
www.modernspartansystems.com

MESA KINETIC RESEARCH LLC

Specializes in long-range precision tactical rifles as well as custom Kalashnikov platforms. In addition to building firearms, they offer consulting and training services to interested parties seeking solutions throughout the industry.

$100 off any Mesa Kinetic Research hosted build class.
Limit one per currently enrolled student or alumni. 10% off in-store non-firearm purchases at our retail location (Khyber Pass Tactical) for current students. Students and alumni booking a build class please provide your SDI student number. Current students seeking in-store retail discounts please provide your student number and proof of current enrollment at SDI.

(225) 450-3019
www.mesakineticresearch.com

MORIARTI ARMAMENTS

Moriarti is a licensed gun manufacturer and importer (FFL Type 7 & 8). We are here with all your rifles, gun parts and accessories. Moriarti Armaments is offering special programs, discounts and opportunities to current SDI students and Grads.

The SDI student or Grad will need to email info@moriartiarmaments.com and indicate SDI to receive 5% off

646-248-0686
www.moriartiarmaments.com
OFF HAND GEAR

OffHand Gear is a line of USA-made sassy apparel and functional range bags designed by a woman shooter for women shooters. Products are not your typical items with “girly” colors thrown at them and labeled a “woman’s” item. They are designed from the ground up for women.

15% discount on apparel and bags.
Email sandi@offhandgear.com for discount code.

480-204-2642
www.offhandgear.com

PRESENT ARMS INC.

Present Arms® is a veteran owned small business that provides professional firearm workstations. Our design strategy is focused on tools and solutions that meet the needs of firearm users at all levels. We offer quality, affordability, design functionality and manufacturing.

20% Off all website orders
Use Discount Code to use is SD20. Everything listed on our website (www.presentarmsinc.com) may be ordered with a 20% discount. That code may also be used to place orders by credit card, PayPal, checks or purchase orders by calling 413-575-4656. Students and graduates can also sign up on our email list as we offer specials each month.

413-417-6945
mejenkinson@gmail.com • www.presentarmsinc.com

OTIS TECHNOLOGY

Otis Technology manufactures the most advanced gun cleaning systems and accessories in the world.

15% off your order.
Use code “STUDENTHUNT” when ordering online or through 1-800-OTISGUN. Offer valid on any purchase made through otistec.com or 1-800-OTISGUN

1-800-OTISGUN
www.otistec.com

POLYMER 80

Polymer80 is a premiere manufacturer of quality and durable 80% AR15 and .308 lower receivers. Included with each lower receiver is a proprietary jig, end mill bit and drill bits to complete the milling process. All of our products are backed with a lifetime warranty against manufacturer defects. Aside from quality products Polymer80 prides itself on offering second to non customer service meeting the needs of the industry and customer.

Discount 10% from dealer website
Dan McCalmon
707-346-0075
dan.mccalmon@polymer80.com
www.polymer80.com
**PROTECTIVE ANGEL, INC./ARCHANGEL AMMUNITION**

As businesses owned by retired law enforcement who choose to do a majority of business with veterans, LEOs, firefighters, and first responders, Protective Angel, Inc. and Archangel Ammunition will have your back while you’re a student, and will be your partner once you are in the workforce.

**SDI Student/Grad will receive 5% discount on items ordered through our companies.** With already having the best prices and service on the gear, this discount will help SDI students and graduates stretch their dollars even further. Call Mike (626-840-4792). This benefit is subject to suspension/cancellation if it is abused or prices publicized.

888-988-2643 or 626-840-4792
protectiveangelinc.com, soskits.com, archangelammunition.com

---

**REAPER SOLUTIONS LLC**

Reaper Solutions is a family owned company. We strive to provide highest quality firearm lubricant and cleaners on the market. Reaper Lube and Reaper Clean work together to protect your firearms, increase the reliability and make maintenance easier. In addition to Reaper Lube and Reaper clean we also provide other gun related products from family owned companies. All the products we sell are made right here in the USA.

**10% off total purchase. Promo code: SDI10**

If student uses an SDI email address, we will add an additional 10% discount for Reaper Solutions products only. The discount only extends to Reaper Solutions products and does not include the other products that we sell on our web site.

501-589-5351, email: jeremy@reapersolutions.us
www.reapersolutions.us

---

**QUARTER CIRCLE 10, LLC**

Quarter Circle 10 is a AR15 Pistol Caliber brand. Their lower receivers are made, not modified for the most popular semi auto pistol magazines. They sell Mil-Spec parts and will be selling complete guns very soon.

The SDI student will receive online discount code for purchases by emailing info@quartercircle10.com.

**10% discount on products**

info@quartercircle10.com
www.quartercircle10.com
512-461-7847

---

**REDLEG TACTICAL, LLC**

Redleg Tactical is a veteran owned and operated company that makes custom kydex holsters, tactical belts, bags, and offer cerakoting and stippling services. Everything is handmade in our store located in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

**10% discount to students.**

Coupon code SDI10

Joseph Baldwin 719-761-7014
redleg@redlegtactical.com
www.redlegtactical.com
SANTAN TACTICAL

At San Tan Tactical, the desire is to leave a proud legacy of American-made firearm design through innovation, superior performance, and value. Only the finest quality American-made machines in conjunction with the highest quality American-made materials are utilized. San Tan Tactical prides itself on giving unparalleled customer service through listening, understanding, and quickly satisfying shooters’ needs, desires, and concerns. San Tan Tactical strives to instill absolute pride of ownership in each product designed and manufactured.

10% discount on all products.
Email in an order from an sdi.edu email account or call in to verify active student enrollment. Offer is to actively enrolled students only.

1.855.SANTAN.1, www.santantactical.com

ROCKWELL TACTICAL GROUP, LLC

As a tactical training company based in central Pennsylvania, Rockwell Tactical’s curriculum is designed for civilian, law enforcement, and private-sector groups and individuals. Their experienced instructors have served in the U.S. Army Special Forces and other elite units and bring principle-based training for students ranging from beginner to expert. All courses are based on proven principles and practices and are built on the “Rockwell Mindset,” covering everything from the most basic of firearms handling to advanced close quarters marksmanship and tactical medicine.

10% discount off classes. After registration and verification of student or alumni status, a rebate will be given.

(717)405-2999, www.rockwelltactical.com

SAVOY LEATHER LLC

Savoy Leather creates handcrafted, 100% made-in-the-USA, heirloom-quality leather holsters. Heavy leather and the highest quality supplies available are used. All holsters are made to order and designed and molded for the specific gun model. A variety of art styles and carry options, as well as many customizable models, are available.

15% discount on holster orders for SDI students and alumni.
Email your SDI credentials to receive your coupon code. Discount available to SDI students and alumni, good for holster purchases only. Lead times may vary and are listed in item descriptions in the online store.

405-786-2296
www.savoyleather.com

SHERWOOD CREATIONS AND THE WINDFIELD COLLECTION

We are the Idea Place for do-it-yourself Woodworkers of all skill levels! Sherwood Creations offers plans and full-size patterns plus hard-to-find supplies for a large variety of fun and original wood projects. Our full-size patterns, step-by-step instructions, board layouts, material lists, and assembly diagrams will ensure your success.

One time 15% discount off the merchandise total on the student’s first order of patterns and supplies. Cannot be combined with other promotional discounts. Must provide Promo Code: SDI-15

(800) 946-3435
cserv@thewinfieldcollection.com
www.thewinfieldcollection.com

SAVOY LEATHER

SAVoy LEATHER LLC

Savoy Leather creates handcrafted, 100% made-in-the-USA, heirloom-quality leather holsters. Heavy leather and the highest quality supplies available are used. All holsters are made to order and designed and molded for the specific gun model. A variety of art styles and carry options, as well as many customizable models, are available.

15% discount on holster orders for SDI students and alumni.
Email your SDI credentials to receive your coupon code. Discount available to SDI students and alumni, good for holster purchases only. Lead times may vary and are listed in item descriptions in the online store.
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405-786-2296
www.savoyleather.com

SAVOY LEATHER

SHERWOOD CREATIONS AND THE WINDFIELD COLLECTION

We are the Idea Place for do-it-yourself Woodworkers of all skill levels! Sherwood Creations offers plans and full-size patterns plus hard-to-find supplies for a large variety of fun and original wood projects. Our full-size patterns, step-by-step instructions, board layouts, material lists, and assembly diagrams will ensure your success.

One time 15% discount off the merchandise total on the student’s first order of patterns and supplies. Cannot be combined with other promotional discounts. Must provide Promo Code: SDI-15

(800) 946-3435
cserv@thewinfieldcollection.com
www.thewinfieldcollection.com
SONS OF LIBERTY

Sons of Liberty Gun Works builds hard use M4 and MK10 rifles, designed to be used, not sit in a safe. We actually know what Mil-spec is and use parts that meet the standard or exceed it. Our rifles are assembled and test fired in our shop and carry a 100% Lifetime warranty, up to and including replacement of the barrel if you shoot it out. We are also a distributor of our own quality parts including barrels, triggers, BCGs, receivers, gas blocks and much more.

15% off entire stock and free shipping.
Email from sdi.edu email account or call to verify active student enrollment. Actively enrolled students and alumni only.

Kyle Grouthes 210-213-1710 • kyleg@sonsoflibertygw.com
www.sonsoflibertygw.com

10% off total purchase
Create an account on Sons of Liberty website and inform the POC to switch it over to discounted pricing.

SHILCO INDUSTRIES

Schilco Industries’ goal is to provide our customers with quality products, at a decent price. We NEVER practice price-gouging. It does not make sense for us to take advantage of our customers, in order to make a dollar. If you are satisfied with your purchase, please tell others, and choose us for your next order. Even if it’s not listed on our website, we can still get it.

15% off entire stock and free shipping.
Email from sdi.edu email account or call to verify active student enrollment. Actively enrolled students and alumni only.

866.589.8990
http://cwpse.com/3_schilco-industries

STRONGSUIT INC.

We pre-curve the fingers in all of our styles. Since ours are pre-curved, they fit more naturally and work with the way your hands should be, not against them. We utilize a unique material in our palms on all styles ending in “TAC”. This material is lightweight and gives you a true sense of feel for what you are working with. It is non slip and also, maybe more importantly these days, is touch screen compliant. It’s so comfortable you can wear it all day long with no discomfort.

SDI students/grads with valid SDI student number receive a 5% discount on all products produced by SoCo Kydex.
Orders must be placed over the phone in order to verify student number.

719-749-6563
www.socokydex.com

10% Discount for enrolled SDI students
Valid for Graduates for 1 year after graduation date.
Email sales@strongsuitbrands.com to receive 10% off order.
864-252-7786 • www.strongsuitgloves.com

SOCO KYDEX, LLC

SoCo Kydex is a Colorado-based, veteran-owned company that produces a full line of weapon retention systems. Products produced are driven by customer demands and include systems for EDC, general range, competition, and mag carriers.

SDI students/grads with valid SDI student number receive a 5% discount on all products produced by SoCo Kydex.
Orders must be placed over the phone in order to verify student number.

719-749-6563
www.socokydex.com

SoCo Kydex is a Colorado-based, veteran-owned company that produces a full line of weapon retention systems. Products produced are driven by customer demands and include systems for EDC, general range, competition, and mag carriers.

SDI students/grads with valid SDI student number receive a 5% discount on all products produced by SoCo Kydex.
Orders must be placed over the phone in order to verify student number.

719-749-6563
www.socokydex.com
UNITED ARMORY

ARs Unlimited is a San Diego manufacturer committed to building the very best quality AR parts and supplies. Our state-of-the-art machine shop with 40+ years of combined experienced metal fabricators builds each and every product to exact precision using military grade 7075 T6 aluminum materials. Your AR parts will be professionally manufactured with the very best materials and machining expertise. ARsUnlimited aims to provide quality parts and customer service.

10% discount and free shipping. Email order from sdi.edu acct or phone verification of student enrollment. Valid for students and alumni.

Rick Rogers 800-968-5150
sales@unitedarmory.com
www.unitedarmory.com

URBAN CARRY HOLSTERS

Urban Carry Holsters is a deep concealment below the waistband holster, we thrive to provide customers with a quality EDC item that provides the versatility of being carried in shorts or in full business attire.

10% Off. Use online coupon code: SDI2016
844-446-5783
drew@urbancarryholsters.com
sean@urbancarryholsters.com
www.urbancarryholsters.com

TAURUS HOLDINGS INC., ROSSI USA, HERITAGE MANUFACTURING INC.

Headquartered in Miami, Taurus Holdings, Inc. owns or represents some of the most recognized and valued brands worldwide, including Taurus®, Rossi®, and Heritage™. Known as an innovator within the firearms industry, Taurus Holdings is a leader offering quality and value-packed firearms to the United States and Canada. Taurus International services all Taurus brand firearms under the Unlimited Lifetime Repair Policy™ as well. Limited to Parts and Accessories. Must be a student or hold an FFL.

Discounted price on parts and accessories of up to 30% off. When calling in to order parts or accessories for Taurus, Rossi or Heritage products, please let your representative know you are currently enrolled or a graduate of SDI. You will be given a special customer number to use when ordering.

Kimberly Intagliata 800-327-3776
cshelpdesk@taurusholdingsinc.com • www.taurususa.com

TACTICAL HEARING

Tactical Hearing is the innovative leader in micro custom high performance digital hearing protection and enhancement instruments. State-of-the-art manufacturing technology, modern features, and customized design all come together in our products that are designed to protect and enhance your hearing.

$150-$400 off MSRP
Discount upon purchase via telephone.

Tim Sparks 801-822-6888
sales@tacticalhearing.com
www.tacticalhearing.com
XTECH TACTICAL, LLC

Xtech Tactical is an innovative firearms accessories manufacturer based in Mesa, Arizona. They currently manufacture the ATG, which is an adjustable angle AR and SCAR grip, with more technologies coming.

Free Grip Tape/ Free Shipping (US Only)

Jeremy Deadman
602-413-8360
jeremy@xtechtactical.com
www.xtechtactical.com

VOXTECH OPTICS

Offering you the finest in rugged optics comes about by paying attention to detail in every aspect of our business. We are fanatics about doing things right. This way you can have the utmost confidence in our products—all worry cast aside. We are constantly listening to you for feedback and ideas on new products and innovative features so you can appreciate and enjoy the best in optical performance.

40% off MSRP

Students and SDI employees can email anna.moody@sdi.edu for Vortex Optics order form, students can then email their order form into rarnold@vortexoptics.com and the order will be processed.

www.vortexoptics.com

ZEISS

Founded over 175 years ago in a small workshop for optics and precision engineering, Carl Zeiss Sports Optics has an international reputation as the world’s leader in high performance sports optics. No other optics manufacturer has demonstrated greater technological and scientific competence over a longer period than Carl Zeiss. A success story that continues to this day.

30% off Zeiss Products

Please use Zeiss order form to submit order including proof of Graduation or Enrollment. Contact SDI Student Services to attain proof.

804-425-8466
www.zeiss.com/us/sports-optics

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Zev Technologies is the industry leader in high performance aftermarket Glock accessories. All of our products are born with Design, Feel, and Performance in mind, to help the end user create the ultimate Glock experience.

10% Off.
Promo Code: SDI-10.
Expires December 31, 2017

805-486-5800
www.zevttechnologies.com
The contents of this guide are current at time of printing. Contact SDI partners to get more information on offers or discounts available to SDI Students and Alumni. SDI is grateful to its’ partners for supporting our students.

Offers are subject to change at any time.